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EYFS

The Baby that Roared

The following planning incorporates:

Statutory framework for the EYFS:

playing and exploring – children investigate and experience
things, and ‘have a go’ 
active learning – children concentrate and keep on trying
if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy! Achievements
creating and thinking critically – children have and develop
their own ideas, make links between ideas, and develop
strategies for doing things  

The characteristics of effective teaching and learning In
planning and guiding what children learn, practitioners must
reflect on the different rates at which children are developing
and adjust their practice appropriately. Three characteristics
of effective teaching and learning are:  

Learning in the Early Years cannot be compartmentalised and
the following planning, covers all aspects of the children’s
learning as they work their way (at their own pace) towards
achieving the ELG’s at the end of the foundation stage. §



Getting started

Book hook:

Create a ‘bundle’ of blankets/monster/dino/baby doll/teddy etc with
a note attached that children ‘find’ one morning as they arrive in
school. This will stimulate lots of speaking and listening as well as
bundles of natural curiosity and ‘awe and wonder’ questioning, allow
this to bloom. 

You might want to say – ‘This baby looks peculiar’
(dependent on what you chose for your bundle) – which
will lead into a discussion about each and every one of us
being different and unique and that in our own special ways
we are all beautiful. Circle time sessions relating to
uniqueness and diversity would be great activities at this
point.  

Key Question; Where has the baby come from? and why
were The Deer’s chosen to be parents?  
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Getting started

Book introduction:

Begin by looking at the front and back covers…..discuss what the
children see. What else roars? Generate a list. 

Ask the children to make predictions about what the story might be
about…justifying their responses. Can the children draw any
connections to other stories they may have read? 

Read the blurb…talk about children’s predictions about why the baby
won’t stop roaring. “They call their friends for help but, one by one,
they keep disappearing….it’s all very peculiar!” Identify and discuss
what the word ‘peculiar’ means. Who do the children think Mr and
Mrs Deer’s friends will be? 

Explore different types of families. What is a family? How do all of
our families differ? Identify on large paper or in a floor book the
similarities and differences between our family set ups.  

There are opportunities here for practitioners to invite children to bring
in photographs of their families – for either discussion purposes or to
be used for display.  

Who lives in your house? Spend some time exploring these themes
and allowing children opportunities to share their experiences and
ideas. There are lots of ways to do this, but circle time sessions may
work well here.  

The overarching theme here is to ensure that children have an
understanding of celebrating differences in a positive manner.  
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Exploring the text

Mrs Deer – who believes ALL babies are beautiful 
Mr Deer – who believes babies are usually always hungry 
Uncle Duncan – An owl: who believes babies need milk  
Auntie Agnes – A rabbit: who believes babies need nappies, clean
towels & ointment 
Doctor Fox – who requires peace and quiet to examine the baby 
Granny Bear – who believes a baby needs burping 

Discuss and generate a mind-map.  
Non-fiction texts can be introduced and used here as well as
demonstrating internet searches – to find out information. 
At the beginning of the story, Mr and Mrs Deer long for a baby to
look after and read stories to. Ask the children to go to the
reading areas around the classroom and find any books which
they feel they would share with a loved one. This may include
children bringing in their favourite books from home to share and
display.  
Ask children why they have made their choices? Spend some
quality time here simply in ‘Book Talk’, where the children are
immersed in literature, just enjoying and talking about what they
like and why.  
Devise a ‘We Would Read…’ class list and display. This would
equally work well as a display. 

Read the book; introducing each of the characters up to the page
where Granny bear is burping the monster, stop there. 
 
Then go back over each page making a list on large flip paper of each
named character (this could equally be completed as a floor book
activity with characters in the middle, with each character/animal
and its characteristics branching off it).  

 

Key Question: What do babies need? 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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Embedding the story

Loud/noisy 
Furry 
Hairy 
Scary 

Make a large class book based on the front cover -  The baby that….. 

Children generate their ideas; cries, sleeps, eats, crawls etc. For older
children they can label or write a sentence, listening to dominant
sounds they can hear in words and represent them by mark making,
for younger children, practitioners can annotate.  

Show the children some books from the ‘That’s not my…’ series.Talk
about how we could write a ‘That’s not my…’ book about the
baby/monster. 

‘That’s not my baby. Its teeth are too sharp, its eyes are too big, it’s
too furry’ etc. 

Generate word banks for the children to use; 

Each child could make a page in a large class book. 
 
What is happening to the characters who try to help? Invite the
children to guess. 

Look at the last double page spread where the monster walks off
into the forest alone. Does this image/ending remind you of any other
stories. Discuss and show the ending of the classic book - We’re
Going on a Bear Hunt (Michael Rosen). Can children see the
similarities and differences? Invite children to think about how the
monster is feeling.  

This would be a great circle time opportunity to address feelings of
loneliness and misunderstanding.  

Where do you think the monster will go now…discuss? 

Revisit children’s initial predictions about the text. Were any correct?
Discuss children’s feelings about the book. Did they like/dislike it?
Can they justify and discuss their reasons? 
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Key questions

Key Vocabulary

Why do you think Mr and Mrs Deer chose a kitten to
look after instead? 

Children may wish to talk about their pets at this
point. Soft toy animals could be used as
enhancements to the domestic role play area.  

Unique 
Individual 
Difference 
Special 
Caring 
Compassionate 
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Child led extensions

Baby bath 
Dolls 
Towels/blankets 
Nappies 
Bottles/food 
You could also add a medical uniform – in reference to Dr. Fox in
the story. Children in EYFS do enjoy learning about the medical
profession and acting out these roles. 

In Continuous provision, offer children opportunities to play in
domestic role play, also with baby dolls/monsters/cuddly toys etc
and make their own ‘bundles’. Add labels for children to write
messages alongside their ‘bundle of joy’. 

Enhancements to support the story in domestic role play: 

 
Practitioners to play alongside children in this area and show them
how to look after babies. Use a tuff spot to demonstrate how to bath
babies, making a washing line to dry the clothes. 

Invite children to get creative and messy designing and making their
own ‘monster’ or creature that roars. Junk modelling equipment
would work here. Alongside modelling out of Lego/Duplo etc too. 

Children can also use luggage labels to mark make, writing names of
their family members but also class mates using their name cards to
copy names accurately.  

Children can make mini books or zig zag books including characters
from the story or new characters they have created themselves.
Younger children will simply be mark making and ascribing meaning
to marks, however, older children will be able to use sound mats to
sound out words as they write. 
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My  Book… Linked to the introduction of the text where
Mr and Mrs Deer long for a baby to read stories to.
Children could be photographed holding their favourite
book or could draw/paint the front cover. Talking
buttons would be good to attach to the display – where
children have the opportunity to talk about why they
like the book. 
My Family – Children can either bring in photographs or
can paint/draw their families. 

1.

2.

My Favourite Book… Linked to the introduction of the
text where Mr and Mrs Deer long for a baby to read
stories to. Children could be photographed holding their
favourite book or could draw/paint the front cover.
Talking buttons would be good to attach to the display
– where children have the opportunity to talk about why
they like the book. 

1.

Display ideas:
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